
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 19

Metric
spaces as topological spaces. For a metric space (X, d), its

collection to ofopen sets form a topology as we have shown.

We have also shown:

(i) open balls form a basis, in fact, open balls ofradiiis
neINY, also form a basis.

git for each xeX, the balls Ba(x, nEINY, form a

neighbourhood basis at xlinded, ifHexis open then

B1(x) =U for some net.
A topology I on a set X is called metrizable if it is induced

by come metric, i.e. T =id for some metric de

Def. Atop space is called:

(a) 1s tbl if every point admits a tbl neighbourhood
basis.

I and all if it has a ofbl basis,

() separable if it has a ctbl dense subset, where
a subset 50 of a dip. space X is called dense if



it intersects every converty open
set.

Point(ii) above shows:

Obs. Metric spaces are 1ofbl.

Recall It:

Obs. 2nd of by spaces are separable.

Theconverse is not true in general:
Counterexample. X:=RRbutwiththe following topology:

R The basis ofthis top is

.. # the set 303 and sets of
·

-

·

D

↑

E-
He born 40, for each VEIR(0b.

When 103 is dense, so X is separable,
but it's not 2'itbl beare each of 10,53 would need to be in

every basis. Note Butthis space is actually 't ctbl.

However, recalle
Prop. In metric spaces,

224 of 5 separable.
Proof.. If DEX is obl dense, then (B1(x): xEN, aEINY is a ctbl basis.



Reladra,topology letit behome, YeX.
↑==4 UnY:UcT3.⑪in Notices open let in was it be open

in X. Some concepts descend from X to Y,
for example: 1st and I' countability, butnot separa-
bility:indeed, in the flower example above, the relative

top on IR303 is the discrete topology, so IRL/0}
is the only dense set and it's worthy. However, in metric

spaces, separability is hereditary because its thesame as

and countability. Also metrizability itselfis hereditary.

Criterion for basis. For a set X, a collection B =P(X) is a basis

for the topology it generates > B covers X (i.e.X =UBI
and IU,VeB al xEUV, IWEB

sit. x EW= UV.

Proof. HW

Examples of (pre) bases. (a) For IR withthe usual topology, he



following form a basis:

(i) open intervals

(ii) open intervals with rational endpts
(ii) for any dense SO=IR, open intervals

withendpty in D.

Imparticular, itis 24 oftl.
Theopen halflines (-0, a), (b, d)
form a probasisba

(b) In IRP will the usual (Euclidean hopology), the following form

a basis:

(i) open balls

iii) open
balls withcenters in 12 al radii t, mEIN.

(iii) open rectangles:Ix5, for open interval I, 51 (R.
(iv) open squares
In particular I (also IRY for

any
dEANA) is 2'dathl.

The orthogonal open half planes
form a prebasis.

1) In IR4, balls, alsotangles I, xIz"...*Id brn a basis.



(d) In AM, or any set A, thecylinders (w], where weA"N,
form a basis ofdopen nets. Top spaces at admits
a basis of dopen sets are called zero-dimensional.

Also, for IEIN, aEA, the ats
(i> a]:=(x =A:x(i) =a3

farm a prebasis. Indeed, the cylinders (w] are faite

intersections (OR we3 [11 Wi] ...1 (n-11) War, her

any we Ar.

(2) In 1 withthe relative top ofIR, of course the open
intervals with rational endpoints from a basis, butalso,
the sets (a,b] 9B, a,bcIR), are dopen (become

(a,b)1k =(a,b) () and form a basis. Thus, Iis
O-dimensional.

separation axious. Atop space X is called.
U 4

To:8; ori *distinct a,beX, Iopen neighbourhood
1 of one that doesn't contain the other.

5, (points are closed):Das distinct a,box 5 open lava but not b



Obs. To a3 every singleton (a) is closed. HW

Counterexample. This space in to but not is

Also, the flower example above is to butnotis

In (Hausdorff). I for

a distinctabex disjoint

is (regular):T, +8, it's T, al for
any ptatX

ad closed BEX not containing
a, 5disjointopen la and VIB.

in (normall: Ti +0B it ,ex,anydistal
open its USAand VIB.

It's clear atmetric spaces are Hauschorff, but in fact:

Prop. Metric spaces are normal.
Proof. Let (X, d) be a metric space al A,B=X be disjoint



loved at. We don't want to look atd(A,B)**d(a,b)
beare butmight be 0: BEB

Take U.=ABrala, where
B
A

ra:=d(a, B) and V. =Blb), v!==dlb, A).

kawa. In a normal top space X, for open sets U, V,
if U =,V (i.e. F=V) then I open W sit.

u =W =
c V (i.e. UCW and I =V).

Propf. HW

Exaple of 7, but not to. The confinite top on an infinite setX

is I, leuch point is closed) but not is:indeed, any
two nowenty open lets intersect. Same is true for

Zariski top. On IF", for any infinite field I.

Furstenberg's topology on 4 (profinite topology). We lettobe
the top on 2 generated by the arithmetic progressions,
more precisely site ofthe form a +b, a, be, b70,

a +b.x ==(c +b.z:z =X).



These are exactly the subgroups of (1,1) and their costs.

Claim). These sets form a basis.

Proofoptional HW

Claim 2. This topology is invariantunder translation and --
i.e. if U is open, then ttl and u are open FEET.

Proof. This holds for the cute at bay, which generate the topology.

Claim 3. This space is Hansdorff,
Proof. Leta, b =be distinct. Thetop, is invariant under

translation, we may assure WLPG RA a
=P.

letdie bet, then OCdX disjointfrom bedsb.

Claims. Furstenberg dopology is metrizable.
Proof. Take for excele dla,b) =

=la-ble, where
fr ce, Halle:=tw optional nu

n=1

Claims. This is a P-dim space since the sets at 3 are dopen.



Proof. Indeed, the complement ofa+b2 is a union of

sets a'+ b2 where a'fa mod(b), i.e. the
remainders of a 'and are different when divided by 161.

Thus, the sets atbit are open and they form a basis

by Claim 1

Note ht 213113 = Wp.4 bean every
at113

is divisible by a prime.
pprime

hor. 5infinitely many principia I only finity many pricesProof (Furstenberg). Suppose otherwise
P., P2, ...pn. Ten XVI =V,PiK is dopen, so

the sut 3I13 is open,
buteach coverty open

set in this topology is infinite (contains aset

of theform a+b2),by Claim 1, i


